Our Company
Balancing Solution Tailored to Each Individual Aircraft
Look closer www.cdbdata.com

Our clients include

Headquartered in New York City
 Team USA – Israel

 Specialized in vibration solutions
Team with over 30 years of experience
 Multiple helicopter platforms
 Edge over our competition
Unique & Innovative approach

R & D vibration center / new developments

Focus on main rotor and drive-train balancing ….
“I think this is great way to improve overall vibration in the drive-train and reduce component wear. I can feel the difference; reduce in vertical IPS in the
seat and inside the aircraft while adjustments are being made on the ground after each engine run-up”
CW3 John Piland – Test Pilot

What is CDB?
Balancing Solution Tailored to Each Individual Aircraft
A Proven Solution, Already deployed
• CDB is a multi platform computer system with the primary purpose
of immediately reduce vibration throughout the entire aircraft drive
train based on the unique vibration profile for each individual
aircraft. CDB does this not by guesswork, but by providing the
solution to FIX IT – Accurate and fast.
• CDB is concerned with the importance of the dynamics of the whole
drive train and the interaction between its inter-dependent parts,
rather than isolating the drive train by specific components.
• The unique approach delivers additional capabilities not offered by
any vibration solutions in the market place today

What is CDB?
Balancing Algorithms using completely different approach
Keeping the vibration levels low and in check CONSISTENTLY
The CDB unique and different approach is achieved through a complicated set of
algorithms; first by determining what specific component(s) might be operating in a high
vibration state; second, CDB determines the root cause of the problem; and
third, CDB then determines a balancing solution for the entire drive system as if it were
one integral unit.
•

During the process CDB will also determine if a component is actually defective, or is
merely exhibiting the result of vibration induced from another component(s).

•

MAIN ROTOR TRACK AND BALANCE ON THE GROUND without the need for test flights.
There is an excellent agreement between the predicted and measured vibration
values still meeting all RT&B tolerance limits for vibration as designated by the OEM in
the required flight regimes without the need for additional reference flights.

The System
Significantly increases component life
Reduces operating costs

Increases mission readiness
Positively impacts safety of flight.

CDB Capabilities






Main Rotor and Tail Rotor Balancing Accurate and Fast
Dynamically Balance All Driveshafts on A/C as one Unit.
Gearbox & Transmission Modulation inspection and Resolution.
Ability to examine bearing conditions in one Run.
Ability to monitor health of gearboxes in one Run.
Unlike other systems, CDB
considers components
behavior in all flight regimes
including;
• Climbing
• Descent
• Bank with power
• Gross weight variations

IAF – CDB already deployed

IAF currently using CDB consultants in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Main Rotor Track & Balance
Tail Rotor Balance
Vibration signature issues
Vibration Center / Problem solving

IAF Already seeing positive impact in the following areas:
•
•
•

•

Major Shift from unscheduled to scheduled
maintenance. (vibration related – see graph)
Providing a quick and efficient solution to ALL
vibration issues presented by the unit (see reports)
Balancing solutions vs. The unnecessary
replacement of components (major savings)
Dramatically reducing required test flights (major
savings)

Results

CH53 (IAF)

IAF average vibration problems reported on aircraft with/without CDB.
(Jan 1, 2011 to Jan 30, 2013)
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Helicopters
“Vibration may be induced from one component to another component”

US Army - Apache Helicopter Program.
Results on Balancing of driveshaft, examine the bearing conditions,
Examine the health of gearboxes

Example (#4)

CH53 (IAF)

High vibration is detected at St 522 and the current systems could not recommend a suitable solution
CDB application found that the root cause of the problem was from driveshaft # 2 and recommended
the re-indexing of the driveshaft and the aircraft was successfully balanced.

“Vibration may be induced from one component to another component”

Example (#5)

CH53 (IAF)

“CDB System keeps a stable track in all flight regimes”

Savings
The Ability perform Main Rotor track & balance on the ground without the need for test flight or the unnecessary
replacement of dynamic components are major savings to the user on its day to day operational expense.
Maximizing component life throughout the drivetrain is another major savings. By reducing vibration levels in the
drivetrain, and periodically checking and re-balancing the aircraft as required, the aircraft can achieve and
maintain a minimum vibration profile over its life. CDB application is a Pro-Active Maintenance Action. It keeps
the vibration deterioration rate low (way below limits) and moves component lifetime closer to TBO. The longer a
dynamic component remains on-wing, the lower the operating cost to the operator The figure below conceptually
illustrates how preventive maintenance using CDB can maximize component life.

Savings
Here are some examples of projected savings
(using UK data)
Data from the CDB technician's past experience with Apaches
from both the US and Israeli militaries was studied to show the
possible impact to the UK Apache fleet. It was assumed that an
Apache in the UK will generally behave the same as an Apache
with the US fleet. Five years worth of data and one year's worth
of US data were merged to form the basis for this analysis.
Only thirteen different dive-train components were selected,
based on their cost and critical nature to the aircraft. (other costs
benefits potential from other For cost projections, 340.8 flight
hours per year were used since this reflected what was actually
observed in the UK aircraft involved in this trial. In the table below,
parts usage was analyzed on a per aircraft basis.

System / Service Options
“Flexible solution”

CDB Consultants on the ground
•

Hire vibration expert to help solve all
vibration related issues using CDB
technology

Integrate CDB with current systems
•

Hire CDB can modify its software to
integrate with any vibration system to
allow additional CDB capabilities

Platform Specific
•

Hire CDB to modify its software and
tailor a solution (software/hardware
and support) for your platform with
your specific needs.

Flexible Solution

What Pilots say about CDB
Craig Ernst –Experimental Test Pilot, Aviation Technologies Directorate (AATD)
We did CDB on two of our Apaches, AH-64A 120 and AH-64D 006. I have flown both and can tell you that it has made an obvious difference. Not only are the vibrations
way down, it seems that the noise in the cockpit is quieter. We are impressed enough that we would like to arrange for these guys to return and do AH-64A 214 for us as
it was not available during the demo.
CW4 George Wheeler – Test Pilot
First of all I want to say that the members of the CDB team have a very thorough knowledge of the AH-64 aircraft. Their ability to reduce vibration levels down so low and
accurately has been able to increase the life of components and therefore reduce overall cost. With the modification of their equipment and the accuracy of their findings
they have reduced the run times to just one adjustment most of the time. Which help us because it frees the test pilots to work on other issues. I think this will be an
excellent addition to the aircraft especially once it is incorporated into the MSPU. With the addition of sensors in other critical locations, it will further improve our ability to
detect issues with the aircraft before it escalates to the failure of a component and possible saving lives and equipment. That in itself makes it worth having the program.
I hope that we continue to use this program and increase it's utilization to all our aircraft.
CW2 Tyson Le Roy – Test Pilot
Customized Dynamic Balancing has been an important tool in managing vibrations on the AH-64D. With the AVA, and with the much more accurate MSPU, we have
been able to identify components that are potential sources of damaging vibration. At the unit level, the mission was to identify a faulty component and replace it. CDB
has taught us that it is possible to reduce vibrations in individual components by managing the sum of vibrations on the system as a whole. This has saved our unit
money, man-hours, and most importantly failures of the components. MSPU is an excellent tool in collecting data from the airframe, and identifying components that are
near or have exceeded their thresholds. CDB provides a solution to the problem that MSPU identifies.
MSPU with the addition of CDB solution algorithms has been an effective system, which has set our test aircraft apart from our baseline aircraft. In our test aircraft, CDB
has been effective in solving high frequency conditions experienced by our aviators. They were able to identify both non-rotating and rotating components that are not
directly monitored. In one particular case, a loose tail rotor pedal bell crank, in another it was a bad precooler fan. Both are components that are not monitored, but have
tell tale vibrations.
Beyond the ability to reduce vibration in the aircraft as a whole, CDB has had an important impact on the safety of the aircraftʼs monitoring system. Through the process
of balancing the aircraft the team has identified eight faulty accelerometers. The problem is that the accelerometers are only put through resistance check, and are not
checked for accuracy. So even if a component were to fail, it may or may not be flagged. This is an important issue that CDB solves in a creative way. Another problem
with the system we have found is that if certain wires in the system break, they will prevent the illumination of the VIB GRBX caution message. Shake’d has identified a
number of broken wires. The identification of faulty accelerometers and broken wires has made the test aircraft a much safer airframe to our aviators.
Customized Dynamic Balancing is an important program in our unit. It has increased the safety and reliability of our test aircraft. My sole frustration is having access to
this resource only for a few tail numbers. My goal is to see the whole battalion balanced. It is a very difficult thing to identify a problem on one aircraft, and have no way to
check the other airframes. The ability to troubleshoot rotating and non-rotating components without simply replacing parts is an important capability that should be
released for use on the all twenty-four aircraft of 1-130th ARB.

“ It's about keeping the vibration levels low and in check,
CONSISTENTLY”
Shake’d Technologies, Inc
Customized Dynamic Balancing
301 West 57th Street, 28th Floor
New York, NY 10019
Office: + 646-747 5592
Fax: + 646-688-6936
www.cdbdata.com
info@cdbdata.com

